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Stator-Flux-Oriented Vector Control of Synchronous
Reluctance Machines With Maximized Efficiency
Heath F. Hofmann, Member, IEEE, Seth R. Sanders, Member, IEEE, and Ahmed EL-Antably, Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper presents a position-sensorless vector
torque controller designed to achieve maximum efficiency over a
range of power and rotational speed for a synchronous reluctance
machine. A model of the synchronous reluctance machine is
presented which incorporates both winding and core losses. It is
then shown that a stator-flux-oriented control scheme can achieve
synchronous operation of the machine without a position sensor
at medium and high electrical frequencies. For a given speed and
torque, power losses in the machine are shown to be a function of
only the stator flux magnitude. As the power losses are a convex
function of the stator flux level, the optimal flux value can be
found using a one-dimensional optimization algorithm, such as
the Method of Sequential Quadratic Interpolations. Optimal flux
values for a synchronous reluctance machine are determined using
an experimental setup that accurately determines losses in the
motor/drive system. Experimental results obtained from the test
setup confirm the validity of the controller and the optimization
algorithm.

Index Terms—Field-oriented control (FOC), optimal control,
synchronous reluctance machine.

I. INTRODUCTION

SYNCHRONOUS reluctance machines have been shown
to be an attractive alternative to induction and per-

manent-magnet machines in certain variable-speed drive
applications. These machines have torque and efficiencies
which are similar to those of induction machines [15], but with
significantly lower rotor losses. These machines can also be
designed with robust rotor structures which allow extremely
high operational speeds [3]. Furthermore, the ability to reg-
ulate the flux levels in these machines and, hence, eliminate
“spinning” core losses, can make these machines preferable to
permanent-magnet machines in applications where the machine
spends much of its time spinning without torque. One applica-
tion which utilizes many of the above-mentioned advantages is
a motor/generator for a flywheel energy storage system [4].

Vector control of synchronous reluctance machines typically
requires some form of position feedback. However, the addi-
tion of a position sensor can be difficult, can reduce the reli-
ability of the controller, and can incur prohibitive expense in
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS AND RATINGS OF SYNCHRONOUS RELUCTANCE MACHINE

many applications, particularly those which operate the machine
at high speed. A position-sensorless torque control scheme for
these machines is, therefore, highly desirable. It is also desir-
able to operate the machine at the operating point which maxi-
mizes the efficiency of the machine for a given torque and speed
[10], [5], [9]. In this paper, we present a stator-flux-oriented con-
trol scheme which has both of these attributes. As the presented
control scheme regulates the stator flux magnitude and torque
it is similar to torque vector control [7], but the implementation
presented here uses standard field-oriented control (FOC) tech-
niques. The paper begins by presenting a machine model for the
synchronous reluctance machine which incorporates winding
and core losses [14], [16], [8], [2]. It is shown that the losses of
the machine for a given speed and torque are solely a function
of stator flux magnitude. The machine dynamics in the stator
flux reference frame are then derived. Next, we present a po-
sition-sensorless stator-flux-oriented control scheme which can
maintain synchronism at medium and high electrical frequen-
cies. A method of determining maximum-efficiency operating
points using an iterative search routine is developed. Finally, ex-
perimental results are presented.

II. MACHINE MODEL

In this paper, all data presented will be based upon a syn-
chronous reluctance machine designed at the University of
California at Berkeley. The parameters and ratings of this
machine are presented in Table I. Machine parameters were
estimated from experimental data taken at several different
operating points using a least-squares approach. Details of the
machine design can be found in [4].

In the following, electrical variables of the machine will be
presented in two-phase vector form, e.g.,

(1)

A two-phase lumped-parameter model of the synchronous re-
luctance machine is shown in Fig. 1. Due to the salient nature of
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Fig. 1. Two-phase lumped-parameter model of stator windings of synchronous
reluctance machine.

the rotor of a synchronous reluctance machine, the inductance
has a two-phase matrix representation

(2)

where

(3)

is the number of pole-pairs of the machine, and is the
angular position of the rotor with respect to the stator.

The instantaneous electromagnetic torque produced by the
machine is derived in Appendix A, and is given by

(4)

The term in the expression above can be thought of as a
“drag” torque generated by resistance to the changing magnetic
fields in the stator iron.

The two-phase electrical dynamic equations are given in the
stationary reference frame by

(5)

The input to the machine is considered to be the stator voltage,
with the stator current as output. The expression for the stator
current as a function of flux-linkage and stator voltage is derived
as follows:

(6)

III. STATOR-FLUX ORIENTATION

In the following, we present a stator-flux-oriented torque con-
trol scheme. Electrical variables are transformed into the flux
reference frame using the Park transformation

(7)

where represents the instantaneous electrical angle between
the flux vector and the stationary reference frame

(8)

In the flux reference frame , or the flux magnitude,
and . The dynamic equations in this reference
frame can be shown to be

(9)

(10)

(11)

where is the instantaneous angular velocity of the ro-
tating flux vector and is the electrical angle between the
flux reference frame and the rotor’s direct axis. Note that in
steady-state operation the angle is constant.

From (9) we can derive an expression for

(12)

The dynamics of are, therefore, given by

(13)

and the stator flux dynamics reduce to

(14)

The stator current vector in this reference frame is given by

(15)

Under steady-state conditions the stator voltage can be
written as

(16)

Substitution of (16) into (15) yields an expression for steady-
state stator current

(17)

A plot of (17), parameterized by , is shown in Fig. 2. As can be
seen in the figure, the core loss is represented by an offset of the
stator current locus in the quadrature direction. This offset can
be compensated for by adding a term to the quadrature
current in order to obtain more accurate torque calculation and
control.
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Fig. 2. Stator current locus in stator-flux reference frame.

IV. CONTROL SCHEME

The torque expression in (32) is invariant with respect
to reference frame and, hence,

. As is frequency dependent
and difficult to determine, in the following this component
is neglected. We note, however, that this results in an error
between the commanded torque and actual shaft torque.

Torque can, therefore, be controlled by regulating and .
Inspection of (14) suggests that a simple proportional–integral
(PI) approach plus resistive drop compensation suffices to con-
trol using

(18)

Though the dynamics are not quite as straightforward, it can
be shown that the quadrature stator current can be regulated
using . A PI approach plus resistive drop compensation is also
effective for this

(19)

where is defined as the quadrature voltage after subtracting
resistive drop, and is used in the following to simplify analysis.

The electrical dynamics of the quadrature current in this ref-
erence frame are nonlinear, so to facilitate analysis we derive the
linearized transfer function between and . This is obtained
by linearizing the system at an operating point, characterized by

and . In this analysis the flux magnitude is assumed to be
regulated to a constant value, and mechanical dynamics are ne-
glected. That said, the transfer function is as follows:

(20)

Fig. 3. Torque step from 0 to 6 N�m. k~�k = 0:08 Wb. Plots, going clockwise
from top left, are electrical torque, stator flux magnitude, and quadrature and
direct stator currents.

The derivation of this transfer function is presented in
Appendix B. Inspection of (38) reveals that the gain of
the transfer function changes sign when . Inspection
of (17) and Fig. 3 reveals that, for a given reaches its
maximum magnitude when

(21)

We note that corresponds to the maximum torque achiev-
able by the machine for a given stator flux magnitude. Hence, by
commanding values of to be less than , we can avoid the
change in sign of the transfer function. Another attractive fea-
ture of the above controller is that it is not directly dependent on
values of the direct and quadrature inductances. As a result, it
is anticipated that the controller will still work well even when
the machine is magnetically saturated.

In our experimental setup, the three-phase voltages and cur-
rents from the machine are measured and converted into two-
phase signals using analog circuitry. These signals are then sam-
pled for use in the digital controller, a 90-MHz Pentium PC.
The PC was able to control the machine with a time step of
140 s. The two-phase stator flux is estimated in the controller
by numerically integrating the two-phase stator voltage minus
estimated resistive drop, with a decay term inserted to avoid
numerical drift

(22)

The decay constant limits the operation of this controller to
medium and high electrical frequencies.

Fig. 3 shows the results of a commanded torque step with the
experimental setup using the flux-oriented controller. The elec-
trical torque in the figure is determined by the cross product
of measured stator current and estimated stator flux. The PI
constants used in this experiment were

, and . Bandwidths for the control
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are 200 rad/s for the stator flux and approximately 700 rad/s
for the quadrature stator current. The stator-flux-oriented con-
troller is shown to work well, and is used in all of the following
experiments.

V. LOSSES

In the model discussed in the prequel it is assumed that losses
in the machine can be divided into two components; those pro-
portional to the square of the magnitude of the winding currents,
represented by the scalar “winding resistance”

(23)

and those proportional to the square of the electromotive force
magnitude, represented by the “core loss conductance” ,
which are approximated with the expression

(24)

where is the electrical frequency.
Operating points typically discussed for the synchronous re-

luctance machine to achieve a given torque are the minimum
current operating point, the minimum flux-linkage operating
point, and the maximum power factor operating point [9]. These
operating points could be chosen for varying reasons dependent
upon the rotational speed of the machine. For example, opera-
tion near the minimum current operating point may be desirable
at low speeds where it is desired that power output be maximized
subject to current limitations of the power electronics inverter,
and also because losses at low speeds are dominated by copper
losses. Likewise, operation near the minimum flux-linkage op-
erating point may be desirable at high speeds where the voltage
limitations of the inverter constrains power output, and also be-
cause core losses may be significant. For a given torque and
speed, it can be shown that there exists an optimal stator flux
magnitude which minimizes losses that does not necessarily cor-
respond to any of these operating points. Fig. 4 presents es-
timated copper and core losses of the synchronous reluctance
machine at an 18-N m 4000-r/min operating point over a range
of flux magnitudes. Note that this model predicts a convex loss
function, and that the optimal flux value is significantly different
from the “conventional” operating points. Determining the op-
timal operating point from a machine model is not necessarily
a robust approach, as the actual machine losses can deviate sig-
nificantly from those predicted by the model. For example, satu-
ration of the machine magnetics will affect the equivalent direct
and quadrature inductances, thus changing the optimal oper-
ating points of the machine. Furthermore, the loss parameters of
the machine tend to be significantly dependent upon frequency.
The winding resistance will increase with electrical frequency
due to the skin and proximity effects, which decrease the effec-
tive cross-sectional area of the windings of the machine, and is
therefore not constant as the model implies. Furthermore, a con-
stant core loss conductance implies that core losses in the ma-

Fig. 4. Estimated synchronous reluctance machine losses over a range of stator
flux levels. 18 N�m, 4000-r/min operating point.

chine are proportional to the square of the electrical frequency
for a given flux linkage magnitude. Losses in ferromagnetic ma-
terials are actually much more complex, with hysteresis losses
being roughly proportional to electrical frequency and eddy cur-
rent losses increasing more quickly with frequency, and so the
core loss conductance must be considered to be frequency de-
pendent as well. Because of the complicated frequency depen-
dence of losses, it is difficult to accurately compute losses for
the machine over a wide speed range. It is therefore preferable
to determine optimal operating points for a given machine de-
sign through experimentation.

VI. OPTIMAL CONTROLLER

In order to determine the optimal flux level for a given oper-
ating point a variant of Newton’s method, known as the Method
of Sequential Quadratic Interpolations, is used [12], [6]. The
method works as follows. The iterative process begins by
driving the machine at a constant torque and speed in an exper-
imental setup, discussed in detail in the following, using three
different, strategically chosen flux magnitudes ,
and . Care must be taken to ensure that only flux values
sufficiently large to achieve the desired torque are allowed. For
each flux value, the power flowing into the experimental setup,
denoted , and respectively, is measured.
These three data points are then fit to a quadratic curve

(25)

(26)

Supposing the loss is quadratic, we then estimate the stator flux
which minimizes loss, according to the fitted curve

(27)
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Fig. 5. Experimental setup.

By combining (26) and (27), the optimal flux expression
becomes

(28)

The actual loss function of the machine is not a quadratic, and
so an iterative approach must be taken to converge to the op-
timal value. This new value, along with two of the previous flux
values, are used to reiterate the process. As will be shown, only
a few iterations are needed to achieve adequate convergence.
This algorithm, known as the Luenberger Sequential Quadratic
Interpolations Algorithm, is guaranteed to converge to the op-
timal operating point provided the loss function is continuously
differentiable and convex, as has been shown in [12].

A. Implementation

The experimental setup used is shown in Fig. 5. In this setup
two identical synchronous reluctance machines are connected at
the shaft. The machines are driven by identical 400-V 200-A in-
verters with LC output filters, which are connected to a common
dc-voltage bus. Driving one machine as a motor and the other as
a generator causes power to flow in a loop, from voltage bus to
inverter to motor to generator to inverter and back to the voltage
bus. An external power source is used to supply the necessary
power to keep the machines at a given steady-state operating
point. This dc input power, , corresponds to the total losses

TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM,

8 N�m, 4 000-r/min OPERATING POINT

of the system and, hence, can be used to accurately determine
the system efficiency. We note that this total loss includes in-
verter loss as well as machine loss and, hence, the proposed ap-
proach attempts to optimize the overall efficiency of the drive.

The desired operating point is achieved by controlling torque
on one machine and speed on the other. Speed is controlled
through an outer speed PI control loop on the torque control
of the machine. By commanding the same flux magnitude to
both machines, and as the machines have approximately equal
and opposite torque levels, the current magnitudes in the ma-
chines are roughly equivalent and, hence, power losses are ap-
proximately balanced between the two machines.

Table II shows results of an experiment where the optimiza-
tion algorithm presented in (26) and (27) was applied at a
16-N m 4000-r/min operating point. The algorithm is seen to
converge after only two iterations.

This method is then used to determine the optimal flux mag-
nitudes for a number of speed and power values on a grid. While
ideally the optimal stator flux magnitude with no output power
should be zero, there must be some small value commanded so
that the controller can maintain operation. When the actual con-
troller is implemented, optimal stator flux commands are inter-
polated for operating points which are not on the gridpoints. The
approximate optimal flux value in a square element bounded by

, and can be calculated using the following in-
terpolation scheme:

(29)

(30)

Fig. 6 shows an experimentally-determined optimal-flux
mesh over a speed range of 2000–5000 r/min and a torque
range of 4–20 N m. Machine efficiencies, calculated using the
expression

(31)

where and are the average powers entering the motor
and generator, respectively, are presented in Fig. 7. These av-
erage power levels were calculated from voltage and current
measurements made at the machine terminals.
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Fig. 6. Experimentally determined optimal flux mesh.

Fig. 7. Optimized machine efficiencies.

The experimental efficiencies increase with speed, as is ex-
pected at low speeds since power output increases linearly
with speed for a given torque output yet losses, which are
predominantly copper losses, remain relatively constant. The
efficiencies also decrease slightly with increasing torque. This
effect is likely caused by magnetic saturation of the machine at
high flux levels, or by core losses that increase more quickly
than the square of the flux linkage. Saturation of the machine
reduces the effective saliency of the rotor, and hence reduces
performance.

VII. CONCLUSION

A position-sensorless stator-flux-oriented controller for
synchronous reluctance machines has been presented and
verified through experimental results. Further, an experimental
technique for determining operating points for this controller
with minimal losses was presented.

APPENDIX A
SYNCHRONOUS RELUCTANCE TORQUE DERIVATION

Torque in a synchronous reluctance machine can be deter-
mined by differentiating co-energy [1]

(32)

In deriving (32) we have made use of the relations

(33)

(34)

APPENDIX B
QUADRATURE CURRENT TRANSFER FUNCTION DERIVATION

The system to be linearized is given below

(35)

The linearized system is then given by

(36)

where

(37)
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That said, the transfer function is as follows:

(38)
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